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QUESTION: 1
How can the client be enabled to write the Host Integrity script to the disk?

A. set a condition in a custom requirement to write the script
B. set it in the Host Integrity policy underAdvanced settings
C. enable debug logging through the registry on the endpoint
D. enable from the Clients tab under the Endpoint Machines Properties

Answer: C

QUESTION: 2
Which settings are specific to Antivirus and Antispyware predefined requirements?

A. application startup command
B. signature file check
C. execute an installation package
D. allow user to cancel remediation

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
What is the default context in which programs are run when using the patch requirement in
a Host Integrity policy?

A. inloggedin user context
B. in system context
C. in administrator user context
D. indomainuser context

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4
What must an administrator specify in a custom requirement that is different from a
predefined requirement?

A. the client's policy manager domain
B. the client's group assignment
C. the policy's ending Host Integrity state
D. the policy's log entries
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Answer: C

QUESTION: 5
How should the logical condition of an IF/THEN/ENDIF statement be reversed?

A. add an AND statement
B. enable the Reverse Logic Processing Engine for the requirement
C. use the Transform function of the extended scripting commands
D. toggle the NOT function on the IF portion of the statement

Answer: D

QUESTION: 6
Which check can be performed using custom requirements to verify whether an antivirus
product is uptodate on a client machine?

A. check the date of the associated signature data file(s) on the client
B. check the date of the associated signature data files(s) on theLiveUpdate server
C. check the date of the associated signature data file(s) on the IT database
D. check the date of the associated signature data file(s) in the policy manager

Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
Which check can be performed using custom requirements to verify whether a product is
running on a client machine?

A. check that the service is running in the servicessnapin
B. check that the service is running
C. check that the service has been stopped
D. check that the service has been registered

Answer: B

QUESTION: 8
What is the first step to troubleshoot a custom requirement in a Host Integrity policy?

A. run the Host Integrity check several times
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B. carefully examine the logic structure of the conditions
C. examine the Security Compliance Summary reports
D. check the properties of the endpoint from the Clients page

Answer: B

QUESTION: 9
Where are Symantec Network Access Control client packages placed on the Symantec
Endpoint Protection Manager?

A. Client/Policies
B. Admin/Install Packages
C. Policies/Policy Components
D. Clients/Install Packages

Answer: B

QUESTION: 10
To verify that a Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager has Symantec Network Access
Control functionality, what change to the Policies tab would an administrator see?

A. Host Integrity
B. Host Checking
C. Host Compliance
D. Host Inspection

Answer: A

QUESTION: 11
Which two default user accounts are created on an Enforcer? (Choose two.)

A. administrator
B. admin
C. root
D. user
E. guest

Answer: A, C
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